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I. COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR
CONSTRUCTING `-BITS
In this section we compare three methods for con-
structing the `-bits. The three methods are Jacobi-
rotations, bipartite matching, and Wilson Wegner flows
(WWF). Jacobi-rotations and bipartite matching can be
thought of as heuristic methods that try to assign `-
bit configurations to the many-body eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian. WWF is conceptually different. WWF
works by constructing a continuous transformation that
maps the physical bits onto the `-bits. This construc-
tion has physical significance as it is driven by a renor-
malization group principle. Thus WWF is an aesthet-
ically appealing alternative to any heuristic method of
constructing `-bits.
In order to compare the three methods of generating
`-bits, we measure how local are the resulting `-bits. All
comparisons have been carried out using 10-site open
chains. Between 440 and 1000 disorder realizations have
been used for each value of disorder strength. We use
three measurements of locality to make the comparison:
• Entanglement entropy, across the center-cut, of the
unitary that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. This is
a measurement of how local the unitary is.
• Local support of the `-bit operator on the first site
of the chain (the τz1 operator). This is a measure-
ment of how far the `-bit operator extends into the
chain.
• Median value of the couplings that appear in the
`-bit Hamiltonian (Median[|J |]). This is a measure-
ment of how local the `-bit Hamiltonian is.
We find that for all disorder strengths, and for all three
definitions of locality, WWF produces more local `-bits
than both Jacobi rotations and bipartite matching algo-
rithms (see Fig. 1-3). To test whether WWF outperform
Jacobi-rotations and bipartite matching for each disorder
realization or only on average we produced minimum-
overall curves. To construct the minimum-overall curve,
we compared the results of the three algorithms for each
disorder realization and picked the most local one, be-
fore averaging over the disorder realizations. We observe
that there is essentially no deviations between the WWF
curves and the minimum-overall curves. In summary,
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the locality of `-bits found by var-
ious methods as measured by computing the entanglement
S across the center-cut of the unitary U – smaller S indi-
cates a more local unitary. The unitaries were computed
using three methods: Jacobi rotations, Wegner flow, and
bipartite matching. To facilitate comparison between the
methods, for each disorder realization in addition to calculat-
ing SBipartite Matching, SJacobi, SWegner Flow, we also computed
SMin Overall – i.e. the smallest S among the three methods. In
(a) we plot the disorder averaged S’s as a function of disorder
strength. In (d) we compare S’s for each of the three meth-
ods to SMin Overall . Observe that for all disorder strength
SWegner Flow ≈ SMin Overall < SBipartite Matching < SJacobi.
for each disorder realization, WWF typically performs
at least as well as, but typically better than the heuristic
algorithms.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the locality of `-bits found by various methods as measured by computing the support of the `-bit
operator τz1 as a function of the position of the cut-off i – faster decreasing curves indicate more local `-bits. We observe
that deep in the MBL phase and deep in the ergodic phase all three methods perform similarly. However, for intermediate
disorder strengths, from shallow ergodic, to the MBL-ergodic transition, to shallow MBL, Wegner flow outperforms both Jacobi
rotations and Bipartite matching.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the locality of `-bits found by various methods as measured by computing the Median `-bit coupling
(that appears in the diagonal `-bit Hamiltonian) as a function of the range – faster decreasing curves indicate more local `-bit
Hamiltonians. We observe that deep in the MBL regime all three methods perform similarly. However, throughout the ergodic
phase, near the ergodic-MBL transition, and in shallow MBL, (i.e. from weak to intermediate disorder strengths) Wegner flow
outperforms both Jacobi rotations and Bipartite matching.
3II. COMPRESSING THE STRUCTURE OF H(β)
AND U(β)
How does the complexity of H(β) and U(β) depend
on the WWF flow parameter β and how much can
these matrices be collapsed? In order to quantitatively
address these questions we ran WWF flow on a ten site
chain with various amounts of disorder. At each step of
the flow we converted the H(β) and U(β) into a matrix
product operator representation using the standard
machinery (keeping singular vectors with λ > 0.0001).
We plot the bond dimensions of the resulting operators,
as a function of β, for various disorder strengths in
Fig. 4. We observe that the bond-dimension of U(β)
increases mainly monotonically with the flow, while
the bond dimension of H(β) first increases, as new
multi-site couplings are generated, and then decreases as
the Hamiltonian is brought to diagonal form. Moreover,
the bond dimensions throughout the flow are bounded
by the bond dimension of U(β → ∞). We point out
that this observation, in combination with numerical
evidence that in the fully-MBL systems U(β → ∞)
can be compactly represented [1], implies that in the
fully-MBL systems H(β) and U(β) can be compactly
represented for the entire duration of the WWF.
[1] D. Pekker, B.K. Clark, arXiv:1410.2224.
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FIG. 4. Bond dimension of the MPO representation of U(β)
(a) and H(β) as a function of β for several disorder strengths
(legend). The calculation was performed on a length 10 chain.
The dashed line in (b) indicates the maximal bond dimension
for diagonal Hamiltonians with L = 10; it is essentially satu-
rated for the case disorder strength w = 2.
4III. ALTERNATE VISUALIZATIONS OF THE
DISTRIBUTIONS OF |Jijk...|
In Fig. 1 of the main text we presented a selection of
the full distribution functions of the couplings |Jijk...| of
the diagonal Hamiltonian.
We begin by re-plotting these distribution using “log-
arithmic” variables ζ = log(|J |/median[|J |] (see Fig. 5).
This method of plotting provides a complimentary
method for the visualization of the narrowing of the dis-
tributions in the ergodic phase and the widening of the
distributions in the MBL phase.
Next, we present a “waterfall plot” of the full distribu-
tion functions for all disorder strengths w and all ranges
4 ≤ r ≤ 12 (see Fig. 6). Just as in Fig. 1 of the main
text, for each w and r we normalize the J ’s by their me-
dian to make comparison of the distributions at different
ranges possible. We observe that the distributions plot-
ted in Fig. 6 smoothly morph from broad and 1/J -like at
the top of the figure to narrow and flat at the bottom of
the figure. To make this smooth morphing apparent we
ordered the distributions, not by w nor r, but instead by
the small J power law (Fig. 4 of the main text). In the
MBL phase, this ordering tends to put large r’s and large
w’s towards the top of Figure. Similarly, in the ergodic
phase this ordering tends to put large r’s and small w’s
towards the bottom of Figure. At intermediate disorder
w ∼ 4, the distributions are largely r independent and
hence are clumped by w. The smooth morphing of the
distributions implies that there is a one parameter family
of distributions
Fw,r(J˜) = Ff(r,w)(J˜), (1)
where J˜ = |J |/median[|J |] and f(r, w) is a real valued
function.
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FIG. 5. Distributions of the logarithmic variable ζ. Distribu-
tions at different disorder strengths have been shifted verti-
cally for clarity.
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FIG. 6. Distribution Fw,r(J˜) of |Ji,j,..,k|’s the `-bit couplings
in the end-point Hamiltonians of Wegner flow across a wide
range of disorder strength spanning the MBL-to-ergodic phase
transition. We characterize the distributions Fw,r(J˜) by two
parameters: (1) the disorder strength w and (2) the range
r. To make comparison of distributions at different disorder
strengths and ranges possible, we scale the distributions so
that their median is unity. The distributions are ordered by
the power law for small J ’s and each subsequent distribution
is shifted down slightly for clarity. The range r is a proxy for
a coarse graining parameter. We observe that for critical dis-
order strength, w ∼ 4, the distributions are independent of r,
while away from criticality the distributions are r-dependent.
5IV. FILTERING BY OPERATOR NUMBER
In the main text we discussed how the distribution
of the couplings Jijk... depends on range r and disorder
strength w. Let us define m to be the number of τz’s,
i.e. J1,5 corresponds to m = 2, while J1,3,5 corresponds
to m = 3. Does the distribution of couplings Jijk... de-
pend on m? Surprisingly we find that for our model
Hamiltonian it does not.
We begin by plotting Median[|J |] as a function of m
at fixed r and w (see Fig. 7). We observe that at large
ranges r = 12 (yellow lines with open diamonds) there is
essentially no dependence on m, except for the limiting
cases m = 2 and m = 12. Next, we dig deeper and
look at the distributions of Jijk... (see Fig. 9). Again, we
find that except for the limiting cases, m = 2 (dashed
lines) and m = r (gray lines), at fixed w and r there is
essentially no dependence of the distribution on m.
We conclude this section by remarking about this re-
sult from the perspective of perturbation theory. Con-
sider the free version of the Hamiltonian
H0 =
1
4
txy
∑
i
[
σxi σ
x
i+1 + σ
y
i σ
y
i+1
]
+
1
2
∑
i
hiσ
z
i , (2)
we should find that the diagonal Hamiltonian must be of
the Anderson form
Hdiag =
1
2
∑
i
Jiτ
z
i , (3)
which is indeed the form obtained by running WWF. Let
us now add the perturbation Hamiltonian
H1 =
1
4
tz
∑
i
σzi σ
z
i+1. (4)
For small values of tz one expects to be able to construct a
perturbation theory and hence find Jijk... ∼ (tz/txy)m−1.
As we move to the Heisenberg model regime tz/txy = 1,
this perturbation theory evidently breaks down and the
dependence on m disappears.
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FIG. 7. Median[|J |] as a function of the number of operators in the interaction term m for various ranges r (different colored
lines) and disorder strengths w (different panels). The colors of the curves represent different ranges, from r = 5 (top blue) to
r = 12 (bottom yellow).
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FIG. 8. Distribution of J ’s at fixed disorder strength w and range r (different panels) as a function of operator number m
(different colored lines, see legend in each panel). Observe that within each panel all distributions (with the exception of m = 2
and m = r) look essentially identical.
8V. DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECTIVE TWO SPIN INTERACTIONS
In this appendix we compare the distributions of couplings that appears in the diagonal Hamiltonian to distributions
of effective two-site couplings Cij [~a]. Consider the four eigenstates |a1, . . . ai−1, α . . . aj−1, β . . . aL〉 (in the `-bit basis)
which differ on sites i and j but are equal to the bits ~a on all other sites. We define Ci,j [~a] =
1
4 (E↑↑ + E↓↓ − E↑↓ − E↓↑).
The distributions are over both the frozen `-bits in ~a as well as the pair (i, j) which sets the range. The two ways
of representing `-bits interactions are linearly related, albeit with a non-trivial transform. Note that, well inside the
ergodic and MBL phases W = 0.5 and W = 15, respectively, we observe very similar behaviors.
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FIG. 9. The horizontal axis is labeled by coupling strength normalized by the median for that disorder and range. Solid lines
are reproductions from Fig. 1 of distributions of `-bit couplings. Dashed lines are distributions of effective two `-bit couplings.
